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ABSTRACT
TITLE: Automated EEG Spectrum Analysis System
Marinela C. .Laguna, Master of Science in Biomedical Engineering, 1985
Thesis directed by: 	 Dr. Stanley S. Reisman, Associate Professor,
Department of Electrical Engineering
A computer system has been designed to acquire EEG data from
monkeys and to perform the spectral and statistical analysis. The
system is capable of processing two channels simultaneously, acquire
64 Kbytes of EEG data for each channel on floppy disk, do the spec-
trums and averages - of the spectrums, and calculate the histogram
amplitudes of 13 frequency bands in a range of 0-71.1 Hz.
The software gives the user a lot of choices with respect to
data acquisition and processing. The relative spectral power differ-
ences between "no-drug" and "drug" experiments give information
about the drug effects on the central nervous system.
The present system is easier to control with respect to previous
similar systems because it is capable of performing the experiments
in an automated manner without any human intervention. Another
quality of the system is the simplicity and small space needed.
Being based on software, the system is very flexible and easy to
extend. One of the features of the new system is new programs for
the statistical comparisons can be done automatically. Another
feature is related to the extension of the system to process 16
channels simultaneously.
Experiments have been performed to validate the system using the
previous system results. Results are presented to show the quality
of the system.
Investigations have been done into other ways of analyzing the
spectral data in order to improve the system.
The results of this system can be successfully used in classify-
ing new drugs.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Electroencephalography (EEG) signals used in diagnosis and
pharmacology
EEG signals are obtained by placing electrodes on different
parts of the scalp. They reflect the brain activity, but the brain
represents the coordinatory center of all the activities of the body,
so people realize that observing EEG patterns can be very important
in clinical situations. Years before, visual interpreted EEG was
used in the diagnosis of different diseases. However, because of the
low signal levels and as a result of years of experience, the re-
search people decided to quantify the EEG signals (Quantified Elec-
troencephalography, QEEG) in order to obtain more accurate
conclusions with respect to diagnosis. Computerized EEG analysis was
the next step in this research field. With the computer, the analy-
sis.can be done in time or in frequency giving the possibility to
visualize the power of each type of wave, A, 9, (7 1 , u2 , 0 1 , p 9 , in
different clinical cases.
One of the recent studies [2], uses computerized spectral EEG
analysis to compare normal and dyslexic children behavior. This
study and its experimental results are very important not only for
improving the methods of diagnosis in such a. disease, but also for
the way that EEG spectrum results have to be considered and correlat-
ed during an experiment.
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Three minutes of passive eyes-closed and eyes-open EEG were
recorded before and after 4-5 hours of behavioral tasks in 10-12
year-old boys of normal intelligence and neurological status. Half
were severely reading disabled, half were reading normally. Bilater-
al, central, parietal, and mid-temporal EEG referenced both to vertex
and to linked ears were recorded. The EEG was digitized at 256
points/sec. and FFT was done for each second epoch (after eliminating
the artifacts) with 69 points/sec. Averages of FFT power spectra of
artifact-free 1 sec. epochs for 2-2.5 minutes were computed. Based
on these values, several coefficients were calculated for both normal
and dyslexic children and big differences were found (Fig. 1.1a,
1.1b).
Fig. 1.1.a. Control Group Reliabilities
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Fig. 1.1.b. Dyslexic Group Reliabilities
It was found also that absolute power is as reliable as relative
power and is warranted whenever possible, since the interpretation of
findings based solely upon relative power can be ambiguous (for
example, a decrease in relative delta activity may result from
decreased delta activity, increased activity in other bands, with
delta activity unchanged, or some combination of the above). These
findings support the utility of EEG power spectra as a reliable index
of brain functions for studies of normal and learning disabled
children.
Many research people were involved in correlating inter-indivi-
dual variations in EEG activity with intellectual capacity [3].
Since 1933, studies are done in this area and during the years, many
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pros and cons have been presented and theoretically argued, relative
to this subject. The reason for the discrepancies might consist in
the heterogeneity of the sample with respect to the intellectual
capacity (IQ), insufficient or inaccurate quantitative evaluation of
EEG - activity (alpha rhythm was predominantly used), heterogeneity
with age (EEG changes with age and will change the correlations with
IQ), inadequacy in measuring intelligence. However, recent studies
[3], demonstrate that age-standardized EEG parameters can be corre-
lated to IQ scores. They are based on some hypotheses:
a) small but consistent relationship between EEG at rest and
IQ scores in normal children;
b) large correlations for mildly mentally retarded children;
c) the correlations depend on the maturation of brain function
(more mature EEG parameters correspond to higher IQ scores)
and are larger in the frequency bands where developmental
change with respect to EEG parameters takes place;
d) the frequency distribution of the EEG activity is more
important to the size of correlations than the topographic
distribution.
Correlations between EEG and IQ scores were computed separately for a
group of normal and a group of mildly mentally retarded children and
the hypotheses were experimentally verified.
The most important conclusion of this study was that the earlier
discrepant results are due to a visual rather than a computerized
analysis of the EEG. Spectral parameters and their standardization
for age and highly complex IQ tests were possible only by using the
computer.
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One of the other areas of diagnosis where EEG showed to be of a
lot of importance is in finding the mild degree of dementia [4].
Using two groups of elderly patients, one having the disease and a
control normal group, it was found that the theta and beta activity
for those two groups is very different, no difference in alpha and
delta activity, and decreasing in the average mean frequency for
demented subjects, mean frequency for (5-20) Hz interval being
defined as:
This type of relationships have to be standardized with the age in
order to be used for diagnosis.
A big problem in medicine was controlling the brain function
before and after the open-heart surgery. Research done with respect
to this problem shows that pre- and post-operative quantitative EEG
(QEEG) give the right information [5]. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
was found to be the best method, in comparison with combined period
and amplitude analysis. Correlations between post-operative cerebral
complications and FFT mean frequency were found. The parieto-occipi-
tal regions appeared to reflect the operative strains more clearly
than the fronto-central regions and generally, the correlations EEG -
Brain function before and after open-heart surgery were found to
depend on the type of the cardiac disease.
EEG evaluation is not important only in diagnosis, but also in
pharmacology. The quantitative analysis of human electroencephalo-
grams with a digital computer, known as "computer-analyzed EEG"
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(CEEG), is one of the most significant advances for the development
of new psychotropic drugs [1]. In recent years, the findings indi-
cate that CEEG profiles are predictive for psychotropic properties of
new compounds. Based on EEG data obtained after administration of
known drugs (drug data base), and using newly developed programs, the
computer is able to classify new drugs into one of the existing
psychotropic drug groups in a fully automated and statistical manner.
The significance of the QEEG was outlined in a series of recent
 publications [1]. In a recent report to the President of the United
States, under the heading "Major advances in the past five years in
methodological development" it was reported:
"The QEEG and animal behavioral techniques extrapolated to man
may identify useful drugs for mental illness and distress".
Other publication, "Future directions and developments" reports that:
"For clinical psychopharmacology we would predict...development
of new principles for the design of more specific, less toxic
antipsychotic drugs. The QEEG may become a more generally used
tool in the evaluation of valuable new compounds."
In the report of the Task Force Committee on bioavailability and
bioequivalence of psychotropic drugs of the American College of
Neuropsychopharmacology, it was stated:
"The use of pharmacological end-points to assess bioavailabili-
ty is still in the developmental stage and there is currently
no recognized standard approach, although pharmacodynamic
methods such as QEEG..., which are responsive to the effects of
drug which cross the blood-brain barrier, provide the most
logical opportunity for each development."
The most important method of doing QEEG is CEEG. This method was
successfully used to determine the acute pharmacological effects of
an active psychotropic drug ingredient at the site of drug action
(brain). The quantitative pharmacological EEG (QPEEG) has almost all
the requirements of an "ideal" bioavailability method [1].
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In order to define CEEG for psychotropic drug development, it is
good to compare it with "conventional" EEG for clinical diagnosis
[1]. Whereas "conventional" EEG is primarily concerned with abnormal
waveforms such as: slow waves (theta or delta), sharp waves, spikes,
spikes and waves, focal abnormalities, and paroxysmal activities, the
CEEG for pharmacology is primarily concerned with normal waveforms
and normal frequency (alpha, beta, and faster activities) and ampli-
tude distributions.
The use of the CEEG in psychotropic drug development is justi-
fied: psychotropic drugs (compounds effective in human behavior)
produce changes in human brain function; EEG is the simplest, most
economical and objective method to study the continuous function of
the human brain. The psychotropic drug-induced changes in EEG are
relatively small to evaluate visually: Therefore, it is imminent
that EEG has to be quantified and the most advanced quantifications
are via specific-purpose computers.
There are three most important phases when CEEG is used [1]:
-phase 1, safety clinical pharmacology trials
-phase 2, psychotropic drug studies in humans
-phase 3, preclinical investigations with rats, mice,
guinea pigs, and particularly monkeys, to determine
the central nervous system (CNS) effects of drugs and
to predict their psychotropic properties.
Good results were obtained in recent years by using computerized EEG
within quantitative pharmacological EEG, in phase 1, safety clinical
pharmacology trials. Quantitative pharmacological EEG is the process
involving the use of digitized EEG and various statistical procedures
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to establish the central effectiveness of a new compound in humans,
which consists of
-quantity of CNS effects
-estimation of the onset and duration of CNS effects
-prediction of its clinical usefulness (psychotropic
properties) after single oral administration in normal
subjects or patient populations.
The most important questions which can be answered with QEEG are the
following:
1. Does the drug produce any significant effects on human brain
function?
2. What is the minimum CNS-effective dosage?
3. What is the onset and duration of CNS effects?
4. Does the drug have significant time and dose-related CNS-
effects? What are the pharmaco-dynamics of the drug at the CNS
level?
5. 	 Does the compound have any psychotropic properties for clinical
use?
As a conclusion for the importance of CEEG, I would like to
enumerate the facts and hypotheses regarding its application in
psychopharmacology:
Facts:
1. EEG is the only objective method to study the continuous func-
tion of the human brain.
2. All established psychotropic drugs (anxiolytics, antidepres-
sants, psychostimulants, and neuroleptics) produce significant
effects in human brain function.
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3. CEEG is the simplest method to determine the effects of psycho-
tropic drugs on human brain function.
4. Psychotropic drugs produce significant dose and time related
effects on human brain function, which can be demonstrated by
CEEG.
5. The same drugs, with similar dosages in the same or even in
different populations, produce similar CEEG profile (CNS effects
of some drugs are replicable).
6. Psychotropic drugs with similar pharmacological effects in ani-
mals, produce similar CEEG profiles.
7. 	 Psychotropic drugs with similar clinical (therapeutic) effects
in patients produce similar CEEG profiles. Therapeutical
" unequivalent" compounds (antipsychotics versus anxiolytics)
produce different CEEG profiles (unequivalent physiological
effects).
Hypotheses:
1. There are close correlations between human behavior and EEG
changes.
2. The physiological "equivalency" as established by the similarity
of the CEEG profiles of a new compound to an established drug,
indicates the therapeutic (psychotropic) "equivalency".
3. There are close correlations between the CEEG response (CEEG
profiles of an individual to a test dose drug) and the therapeu-
tic efficacy after chronic administration . The more typical
the CEEG profile, the better the therapeutic outcome.
CEEG in pharmacology, in the development of new psychotropic
drugs, is used in the following way: CEEG profiles for all the known
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psycho-active compounds are obtained by using period and spectral
density EEG analysis programs. These profiles represent from now on
the data base and they are stored in the computer memory. The same
programs are used to obtain the CEEG profiles of the new compounds.
The data base is then used to be compared with these new profiles.
Correlation statistics is then performed and the new drugs are
classified in one of the well-known categories of psychotropic drugs,
of course with a certain acceptable probability.
Before using a computer system to classify new compounds the
system has to be validated. This is done by taking the well-estab-
lished drugs (well-known) and analyse them, compare with the data
base, then apply the statistics programs to classify them. To give
an example of validation, I would like to speak about the research
center of New York Medical College [1]. Its computer data base
contains the CEEG effects of 85 clinically well-known psychoactive
compounds in 715 male and female volunteer subjects in the age range
of 21 to 25, collected in 79 quantitative pharmaco-EEG studies. The
results of the validation of this computer system is given in Figure
1.2.
As we can see, the probability to classify incorrectly is 0.096
for anxiolytics, 0.2 for antidepressants, 0.058 for psychostimulants,













Anxiolytics 52 45 2 5
Antidepressants 35 17 11 7
Psychostimulants 17 14 2 1 Computer
System
Validation
ResultsNeuroleptics 10 3 1 6 
Overall 114 79 16 19
The fact that from 10 neuroleptic drugs only 3 were correctly
classified, 1 not classified, and 6 incorrectly classified is be-
lieved to be due to the fact that the doses were very low. So even
though the probability of classifying incorrectly, 0.6 is considered
to be big, generally, taking in account that the dose was low and the
sample sizes were only 4 to 6 in a variety of studies, the classifi-
cation of the well-established compounds was considered to be accu-
rate enough.
Certainly, there is no other method available in humans or in
animals, to predict the psychotropic properties of different com-
pounds, after single oral dosages in such a systematic and reliable
manner.
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1.2 The automated EEG spectrum analysis system - generalities
This system is the subject of my thesis which I did at Hoff-
mann-La Roche Inc. , Nutley, New Jersey.
The automated EEG spectrum analysis system was designed to
obtain CEEG profiles in the phase of preclinical investigations, with
monkeys (phase 3). Spectral analysis profiles are obtained after the
administration of the drug, they are stored and at the same time,
some spectral parameters are printed out for the user. The system
does not have a data base and it is not used yet to classify drugs
automatically (by highly statistics software) but these features are
not difficult to develop.
To be a little more specific, the automated EEG spectrum analy-
sis system performs on line analysis, simultaneously for 2 channels
(2 monkeys).
The EEG data (variation in time) is acquired with an Apple II
computer which has a digital oscilloscope in it, providing the user
the EEG pattern as it is recorded. The data is then saved on disk
and will be analyzed immediately or later, this being the choice of
the user and also' depending on the type of the experiment. Analysis
of the EEG data consists in performing the FFT, saving spectral data
on disk without erasing the EEG data, averaging every 8 spectrums
(also an average of 64 spectrums can be done) and displaying the
averages on the screen in a band of approximately 70 Hz, calculating
histogram amplitudes, displaying the histogram, calculating pie chart
coefficients and displaying it. Printouts of the histogram and pie
chart are done in order to file the information. The comparison
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between CEEG profiles filed, in order to characterize the psychotrop-
ic properties of the drug is done by the user.
Before the automated EEG spectrum analysis system was designed,
the same experiments were done with the help of another system
designed by Data General Corporation. 	 Both systems consist of 2
stages or 2 main parts: the data acquisition and the data analysis.
For the old system, the data acquisition is performed by storing
the data on line, from the electrodes using a magnetic tape recorder
unit. The recorder is a very big unit equipped with filters and
amplifiers to adjust the signal. The data analysis part contains:
UA14 spectrum analyser, 100Q spectrum averager by Federal Scientific,
a minicomputer and a hard copy unit.
The spectrum analyzer receives the EEG signal from the tape
recorder, played back at a rate 32 times faster than the recording
rate (in order to reduce the data analysis time). The frequency
analysis is set to be done from 0 to 1000 Hz but the actual range,
taking into consideration that the tape was played back faster, will
be 31.25 Hz = 1000/32.
The spectrum analyzer linear analog output is fed into the
spectrum averager. The average of all the spectrums obtained in a 15
minute period of the experiment (the experiment is practically the
data acquisition stage) is performed. By averaging, the amplitude of
the deterministic signal is increased with respect to the amplitude
of randomly fluctuating noise, so the signal to noise ratio is
improved.
The computer used to control the operating modes of the spectrum
analyzer and spectrum averager is a Data General "NOVA" computer.
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For each value of a spectrum component the computer reads a ten bit
value and for each spectrum gives 400 values, which makes the resolu-
tion in frequency to be 31.25 Hz/400 = 0.078125 Hz. The 400 values
for the average of the spectrums obtained in the 15 minute experi-
ment, are stored on disk.
The hard copy unit gives a printout of a compressed spectrum for
the 60 minute experiment (4 spectrums, practically 4 averages,
obtained at every 15 minutes in an hour of experiment). Also,
another printout is provided, containing the percentage of power in
each of the 8 bands of the 31.25 Hz range, for each of the 4 aver-
ages/hour experiment.
The system that makes the subject of my thesis has the same
purpose and works in the following way:
1. The data acquisition part is performed with the help of the
Applescope, digital oscilloscope of the Apple II computer, which
acquires 2 sweeps of data at the same time (2 channels, channel
A and B). Each sweep has a duration of 3.6 sec and is digitized
at a rate of 512 points/sweep. The digitized data is not stored
directly on disk, but an intermediate 8 Kbytes of memory are
used to hold up to 16 sweeps of data, 8 for each channel (16 x
512 = 8 x 2 x 512 = 8 x 1024 bytes). After the intermediate
memory was entirely used, all of its content is stored on the
data disk drive 2. (There is another disk drive, 1, for the
program disks). The total amount of data stored, at the end of
the acquisition process which lasts for approximately 9 minutes,
is 64 sweeps for each channel, in other words, 2 x 64 x 512
bytes = 64 Kbytes.
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The fact that we have 64 sweeps for each channel at the end
of the experiment is due to the possibility of the old system to
do averages of 64 spectrums (64 spectrums are obtained with the
old system for 15 minutes of experiments). In this way the
systems are made compatible (of course the compatibility is not
achieved only by this, but at least the systems do the same
thing when it comes to averaging).
2. 	 The data analysis part is not so complicated as in the old
system. It is formed only by the Apple II computer with the 2
disk drives and an EPSON printer.
For each sweep the computer calculates the FFT using 512
points for a range of frequency of 0-70 Hz.
The resolution in frequency is then 70 Hz/512 = 0.269 Hz.
The result of the 9 minute experiment was 128 sweeps, 64 for
each channel. The 128 spectrum are obtained in a period of
approximately 40 minutes. Two final averages (each of 54
spectrums) are then obtained (1 for each channel) and displayed
on the screen, also printed out. The following process is the
statistical analysis of the data which lasts about 8 minutes and
consists in doing 2 histograms and 2 pie charts (1 for each
channel).
In order to compare the results of these 2 systems, the new
system was equipped with a supplementary program which takes only
31.25 Hz range from the total 70 Hz range, calculates its total power
and the relative power of the bands between 0 and 31.25 Hz (8 bands).
The new system prints out these relative powers and also the relative
powers for the 13 bands included in the 0-70 Hz range.
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Comparing the 2 systems, a few observations have to be made.
The resolution of the new system is not as high as the resolution of
the old one, but it can sweep 2 channels at the same time (this is
the trade off). In the same time the noise is minimized because the
acquisition of the data is done by software. Another advantage of
the present system is that it does not contain so much expensive
equipment (all the components of the old system are very expensive),
and it does not need a lot of space as the other one. The Apple
computer is used with a maximum efficiency, while the NOVA computer
is used at only a small part of its total capacity (it only coordi-
nates the other system components).
The big tape recorder unit is not needed any more, the data is
stored on disk. However, an ordinary disk can not hold more than 140
Kbytes. 128 Kbytes were necessary for 64 sweeps of data for each
channel (2 x 64 x 512= 64K) and 64 spectrums for each channel ( 2 x
64 x 512 = 64K). 	 This is the situation for 2 channels. 	 If the
application has to be extended to 16 channels, a hard disk is
necessary.
Another advantage of the system is that it performs the entire
statistical analysis, total spectral power, individual bands power,
relative powers, and draws the histogram and pie chart. The old
system was able to calculate only the total and the individual power,
the rest of the calculations and the drawing being the job of the
user. In addition, the 0-31.25 Hz range was extended to 70 Hz which
provides the opportunity to obtain new effects of some drugs, which,
until now, were not able to be seen.
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From this point of statistical analysis, to the classification
of the new drugs there are other steps which were not vet imple-
mented which are still done by the user. The data base (results of
the experiments with well-established drugs) is not available in the
computer but is manually operated by the user. These are the fea-
tures of the system and they can be relatively easily developed
because the main algorithms of manipulating the EEG information are
already working and the results were found to be compatible with the
results of the Data General Corporation system.
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Chapter 2 
DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM
The block diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 2.1. Following
the signal from the electrodes, the system is formed by: filters,
Apple II computer, disk drives, and printer.
2.1 System components 
2.1.1 	 Filters 
The system contains two band pass filters, one for each channel.
The bandwidth of the filters is 0.5-110 Hz. The signal coming from
the monkeys has a large d.c. component which makes it impossible to
visualize it on the Apple II computer screen, even though the Apple-
scope offers two resolutions at which the waveform is sampled, and
for each one, five possibilities to compress or expand the current
waveform being displayed from memory. That is why the 0 Hz frequency
is not included in the filter band. After the filters, the EEG
waveform has no d.c. component and can be visualized.
Figure 2.1 Block Diagram of the Automated EEG
Spectrum Analysis System
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2.1.2 	 Apple II Computer 
a. Introduction
The Apple II computer was chosen to acquire the EEG
data and to process it because it has the possibility to be used as
both a computer and an oscilloscope. The oscilloscope is called
Applescope.
The Applescope system was fortunately designed as a
low cost alternative to expensive digital storage oscilloscopes. In
addition, the combination of a data acquisition system with a person-
al computer allows waveform manipulation and different kinds of
analysis, which are not available with a digital oscilloscope.
To provide a complete unit for the Apple II computer,
a simple operational software package is provided in PROM on the
digital circuit card. Once the control is transferred to the opera-
tional software, the user is able to manipulate a digital storage
oscilloscope, not by switching on a front panel, but by pressing keys
on the Apple II keyboard. From now on, the digitized waveform points
are stored in the computer RAM memory and are available for the user
who wants to use the entire power of the Apple II. Also, an advanced
software package is available on floppy disk, "SCOPE DRIVER version
1.3", which contains many of the more common data manipulation
routines.
b. Apple II Seen as a Personal Computer
b.1 The Main Board
The main board represents the computer itself and
occupies most of the bottom of the computer case. The board contains
about eighty integrated circuits and a lot of other components. A
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general view of the main board is given in Fig. 2.2 in Appendix A.
The most important components of the main board are: the peripheral
connectors, the microprocessor, the ROMs (Read Only Memory) and the
RAMs (Random Access Memory).
b.1.1 	 Peripheral Connectors 
Along the back edge of the Apple's board are situated
eight peripheral connectors. The pinout and the signal description
for the connectors is given in Appendix A. Fig. 2.2. shows which of
these connectors, numbered from 0 to 7, are used. The connectors are
called also slots. They are:
Slot 0: SUPER RAM card
Slot 1: Microbuffer card
Slot 2: Scope driver digital card
Slot 3: Free
Slot 4: Scope driver analog card
Slot 5: Free
Slot 6: Disk drives 1,2 card
Slot 7: Free










More information about all the connectors is given in Appendix A.
b.1.2 	 The Microprocessor
In the center of the main board is situated the brain
of the Apple, the 6502 microprocessor which runs at a rate of
1,023,000 machine cycles/second. The 16 bit address bus offers an
addressing range of 65,536 bytes. It has 56 instructions available
and 13 addressing modes. The description of this microprocessor is
given in Fig. 2.3. The instructions and references to the addressing
modes are given in Appendix B.
b.1.3 	 The ROMs 
Below the microprocessor are six sockets which may be





-Apple programmer's aid #1 utility subroutine package
The number of ROM circuits (1 to 6) depends on how many accessories
the computer has. In this system, all 6 ROMs are present.
ROM organization is given in Fig. 2.4 in Appendix A.
This figure shows that, from page 248 to page 255 (end of the 64
Kbytes of RAM) respectively from $F800 to $FFFF, is placed the
MONITOR ROM or the AUTOSTART MONITOR ROM. The differences between
them are related to editing controls, stop-list and the RESET cycle.
Our computer has an AUTOSTART ROM in it and Applesoft BASIC in its
THE MICROPROCESSOR
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Figure 2.3 General Information About the Microprocessor
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ROMs. The Integer BASIC is loaded when necessary in the language
card. This Apple version is called Apple II Plus.
With respect to the ROM programs, the interest, for
the present application, is in Applesoft II BASIC, which is described
in "Apple II BASIC programming manual".
In order to understand how the present automated
spectrum analysis system was designed, the user should know that the
Apple computer offers two versions of BASIC programming language.
-Integer BASIC-fast BASIC suited for many applications
in education, game playing, and graphics (see Apple II BASIC program-
ming manual).
-Applesoft floating-point BASIC-better suited for most
business and scientific applications.
In Appendix B there is information about the differ-
ences between Applesoft and Integer BASIC and about the two versions
of the Applesoft BASIC: Firmware. Applesoft and Cassette Tape
Applesoft.
b.1.4. The RAMS 
Going back to Fig 2.2 in Appendix A, we shall now
speak about the RAM (Random Access Memory) memory. Below the ROM
circuits there are three rows of RAM, of eight sockets each. Total-
ly, this area can hold 24 RAM integrated circuits, and in terms of
bytes, up to 49,152 bytes (48K).
Most of the Apple's RAM memory is free to use to store
programs or data, but only when the oscilloscope feature is not used.
When it is used, some parts of the memory are not available any more,
but a lot of space remains for BASIC programs. With respect to the
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M/L programs, in this last case, there is not much space available
because of the SCOPE DRIVER program. This occupies a -part of the
space reserved for the M/L. Fig. 2.6 and 2.7 show the RAM organiza-
tion and , respectively, , the system memory map. They are given in
Appendix A.
There is a possibility to create more RAM by install-
ing an Apple language card in slot 0, which will create 16K extra RAM
in the following manner: 12K are addressed with the ROM addresses and
the remaining 4K will be provided by sharing the 4K range
$D000-$DFFF.
In our case, the language card installed in slot 0 is
called SUPER RAM . II. It provides RAM extension and also the possi-
bility to use both Applesoft and Integer BASIC, without switching the
control from the ROMs on the firmware card, to the ROMs on the main
board and reverse. The characteristics of the SUPER RAM II, provided
by R.H. Electronics, are given in Appendix A.
SUPER RAM II works nicely in relation to the Disk
Operating System (DOS). Information about how DOS and SUPER RAM II
work is given in Appendix A.
b.2 The Apple Video Display
The characteristics of the Apple Video Display are
given in Fig. 2.9 in Appendix C.
b.2.1. The video connector allows the connection between the
Apple computer and a closed-circuit video monitor. The video signal
available at this connector is maximum 1V amplitude, adjustable with
a potentiometer. Our computer has a Revision I type of main board,
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which means that the video signal is available also on a single
wire-wrap pin, but with 2V maximum in amplitude.
The signal is a NTSC (National Television Standards
Committee) compatible, positive composite color video signal.
However, the computer can be internally modified to generate a video
signal compatible with CCIR standard, which is used in Europe.
b.2.2 	 Screen Format
If talking with the computer means pressing the keys
on the keyboard, receiving the information from the computer means
reading the screen. The information is displayed on the screen of
the monitor connected to the Apple, in 3 different formats or modes
(Fig. 2.10, Appendix C).
1. Text
2. Low-Resolution Graphics (LRG)
3. 	 High-Resolution Graphics (HR)
More information about how these three modes can be obtained and how
they work is given in Appendix C.
Apple II computer has, of course, other input/output
features. These special inputs and outputs and also the Apple
computer types are presented at the end of Appendix C.
c. 	 Apple II Seen as an Oscilloscope (Applescope) 
c.1 System Overview
In order to provide the function of a digital oscillo-
scope (Fig. 2.15), two high-speed analog to digital converters,
controlled by the computer, are used. The screen image is obtained
in the mixed text - high resolution graphics mode, text in order to
display continuously the trace parameters (4 lines at the bottom of
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the screen) and graphics in order to display the digitized input
signal.
The operational software for the Applescope is stored
in a PROM memory in the digital circuit board on slot 2 ($C800-$CFEC;
2028 bytes, around 2 Kbytes of memory). The operational software
controls the trace parameters according to the keys pressed and
generates the graphics on the monitor display.
There is also another software package available to
work with the Applescope, provided on floppy disk and called "Scope
Driver, Version 1.3". Using this disk, we have a data acquisition
system at our fingertips, a very powerful system, capable of analys-
ing the data (signal averaging, digital filtering, frequency spectrum
analysis), to store it on disk or to give a hard copy output to the
printer.
The analog and digital card from Fig. 2.15 are ex-
changing information through a 20 pin connector cable. The analog
card contains the analog to digital converters and an 8 bit magnitude .
comparator. The digital card contains the circuits to control the
PROM, the logic circuits used for triggering, the circuits to control
the buffer RAM, the sample rate selection and Direct Memory Access
(DMA) circuits.
c.2 Data Acquisition and Display Cycle, Operational Commands 
Fig. 2.16 shows the way that the information about
channel selection, sample rate, scale, and also the result at the
converters output circulate between cards during a data acquisition
cycle. After a data acquisition cycle the information is stored in
the memory buffer for display which appears in Fig. 2.16 under the
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name of "1024 x 8 buffer RAM". 	 This buffer is located at
$1000-$13FF.
Depending on what situation or working mode the user
chooses, the Applescope operational software figures out the neces-
sary hardware and selects it by sending 3, 8 bit, control words (Fig.
2.16, 2.17):
CON1 - 	 to the triggering logic block
fCON2 	 to the post trigger delay counter) on analog card
CON3 	 to the sample rate control 	 on 	 digital
card
After the hardware selection, the operational software
enables the triggering logic block. Then, an interval of time is
allocated for the trigger conditions to be met. In this interval,
the converter results are stored in the 1K buffer RAM for pre-trigger
viewing. In the triggering moment a delay counter is started (called
a delay counter because it is set up to count during a specific
interval of time given by the triggering moment). When the counter
reaches the end of the operation it was set for, it resets the
triggering logic and send an interrupt request on the Apple bus. The
interrupt request is necessary because now the buffer RAM is full of
information and needs to-be read. The operational software reads the
data and displays the signal sweep on the monitor display. This is
the end of a data acquistion and display cycle.
Figure 2.15 Applescope General View
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Figure 2.16 Data Acquisition Cycle
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Figure 2.17 Control Words
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There is a memory buffer for display at $1000-$13FF.
The first 256 bytes of this buffer are displayed, not the entire
Kbyte. The order of events is:
transfer the program control to Applescope Operational
Software by executing program at location $C200, the start
up vector for our situation (digital card placed in slot
No. 2). This program identifies the slot in which the
digital card is located and enables the ROM from $C800 to
$CFFF (locations of the operational software).
control the Applescope from keyboard using the operational
commands (see Appendix E) while in command mode.
Once the control was transferred to the operational
software, the Applescope display appears on the monitor as in' Fig.
2.18.
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The trace paramters for both channels are displayed in
the bottom four lines of the display.
The program control can be trasnferred from the
Applescope operational software to the master program by pressing
"RESET".
c.3 Characteristics of the Applescope
A. 	 Sweep Control. 	There are 2 ways of acquiring
data: single sweep or continuous sweep. The way the scope works in
those two modes is described in the flowchart of Fig. 2.19.
In both sweep modes, the Applescope can work with one
trace or dual trace. When a data acquisition cycle is finished, when
only on trace is used, the result is 1 sweep. of 1024 bytes. When
dual' trace is used, the result is 2 sweeps of 512 bytes each, one for
each channel.
 It is important to point out that in the dual trace
mode the data from channel A and B is alternatively stored in RAM,
one sample for A, one for B, until the end of the 512 bytes sweep.
This is equivalent with a sampling rate divided by 2 (with respect to
the single trace mode sampling rate) and is compensated by the
operational software doubling the horizontal scale whenever in dual
trace mode. Fig. 2.20 (Appendix 0) shows the memory field with data
in 2's complement notation, after one data acquisition cycle, for
channel A and B.
Fig. 2.19 Flowchart for data acquisition cycle.
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B. Voltage scale. 	 The voltage scale can be modified in
12 steps, first 6 with a resolution of 7.1 mV/step and the last 6
with 71 mV/step. The possibility to have 2 resolutions is provided
by hardware (see Fig. 2.21, Appendix D).
The vertical scale has 28 pixels (dots) per division
and 1 step can have 8, 4, 2, or 1 pixels. The vertical expansion
(Fig. 2.22) represents the possibility to expand or compress the
vertical scale by varying the number of steps/division. 	 Vertical
expansion is provided by the operational software. 	 The voltage
scale, volts/div., is given by correlating the vertical expansion
with the resolution. For example:
C. Time Scale. The time scale is adjusted by controlling
both the sampling rate and the horizontal expansion (expanding or
compressing the horizontal scale). To understand what the horizontal
expansion does , it has to be pointed out that the screen offers the
image of the first 256 bytes of the current data content of the
buffer RAM if the horizontal expansion is zero. However, it can vary
between -8 and +8. For negative values we have compression, 256 x 2 11
points appear on the screen (n is the value of the horizontal expan-
sion, the absolute value). For positive values we have expansion,
Figure 2.22 The vertical expansion
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256/2n points appear on the screen. For example, if n = +2, no. of
points = 256/2
2 




These examples are illustrated in Figure 2.23.
The horizontal expansion is correlated with the
sampling rate to give the horizontal scale. The sampling rate is
given by hardware, by dividing the 7MHz clock and by software, making
a timing loop. The time scale can be expressed in seconds, millisec-
onds, and microseconds. For time scales greater than 1 ms, the
sampling rate is always controlled by a software timing loop and the
horizontal expansion is 1 (software data acquisition). For time
scales less than 1 ms, the sampling rate is given by hardware (4
sampling frequencies are combined with the horizontal expansion to
obtain the desired scale - hardware data acquisition).
D. 	 Trigger Control. The commands referring to triggering
are related to the trigger condition and trigger position. Trigger
position and condition are specified in the second of the four lines
of text (on the bottom of the screen).
The position of the trigger can be at the START,
MIDDLE, or END of the memory buffer for display.
The memory buffer for display has different structures
with respect to the trigger position, depending on the sweep rate.
The 2 different structures, one for sweep rates faster than 1 msec/
div (time < 1 msec/div) and one for sweep rats slower than 1 msec/div
(time > 1 msec/div.), are given in Figure 2.24 (Appendix D).
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The START and the END positions of the trigger are
slightly offset from the actual limits of the display buffer in order
to allow always some amount of pre- and post-trigger viewing without
setting the trigger position in the middle of the signal sweep.
There is another possibility of triggering, by using external signal.
In this case, the trigger position is at the first point in the
buffer.
The display pointer, which appears at the end of line
3 of the text (bottom of screen) is relative to the current trigger
position and is given in the number of sample points (not number of
display points which can •be compressed or expanded). Whenever the
trigger position is changed, the relative position of the display
pointer changes, but its absolute position in the display pointer is
the same.
E. Memory Usage and User Customization 
The scope driver programs load from memory locations
$0B50 to $IFFF and from $8000 to $956F. In addition, both pages of
the text display, both pages of the high resolution graphics and
memory from $6000 to $7FFF are used as working data and display
buffers. Memory from $280. to $37F is used to save all the zero page
memory whenever the SCOPE DRIVER software is being used.
The SCOPE DRIVER options are added to the foundation
program by loading different modules into SCOPE DRIVER RAM area. If
the module containing the selected option is not loaded, the software
will load the appropriate module from disk when it is first selected.
The option will now be available for continual use until a different
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option module has been loaded. Several SCOPE DRIVER options may be
contained in each module depending on program complexity.
The machine language SCOPE DRIVER programs were
designed to allow for easy access and customization by BASIC program-
mers. The approach that this computer has is to designate a command
memory buffer where keystrokes corresponding to SCOPE DRIVER commands
can be stored. Whenever the command buffer is enabled, the machine
language SCOPE DRIVER programs respond to the command buffer key-
strokes exactly as if they were being input for the keyboard. Once a
signal trace has been characterized, a simple Applesoft BASIC program
may be written to totally automate the data acquisition cycle.
Up to 47 commands steps may be stored in memory for
execution each time the SCOPE DRIVER software is called. By rising
these commands to initiate keystrokes from the keyboard, most any
kind of signal trace can be acquired for use by an Applesoft program.
Successive commands from command buffer will be executed until either
the 47th command is reached or a disk supervisor command is
encountered.
The raw data from each signal trace is available for
user manipulation and may be read directly from the display buffers.
The data is in 2's complement notation and must be converted before
use in BASIC programs. Appendix E presents another characteristic of
the Applescope, the disk supervisor and gives information about the
disk drives and Disk Operating System (DOS). At the end of this
appendix there is a list with the DOS commands.
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2.1.3 The Printer and the Microbuffer 
The printer used in this project was EPSON, MX GRAF-
TRAX PLUS. The information is sent from the computer to the printer
via the microbuffer, the card in slot 1. The printer is used to
obtain the 8 spectrums average for both channels (or whatever aver-
age), the histogram for a frequency range 0-71.1 Hz and the pie chart
for both channels.
The microbuffer is a very important part of the
printing process. The MICROBUFFER II, used in this project, is an
intelligent Centronics-compatible parallel printer interface for the
Apple II and Apple II Plus computers. The Microbuffer II has up to
32 Kbytes (16 Kbytes standard) of on-board memory for data buffering
and provides useful text control functions. For user with certain
"graphics" type printers, as the one used, this microbuffer includes
an extensive set of advanced high-resolution graphics dump routines.
Data buffering increases data processing efficiency by
freeing the Apple and the operator from the wait normally experienced
while printing. The Microbuffer II will allow the Apple to print and
process simultaneously. It will accept data as fast as the Apple can
send it (up to the buffer size) and return control of the computer to
the user while it handles the printing. Additional data may be sent
to the Microbuffer II without waiting for previous jobs to be
completed.
The Microbuffer II contains an intelligent controller,
control software in ROM, and high-speed RAM for data buffering. The
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RAM allows the Microbuffer II to accept data from the Apple at up to
4,000 characters per second to the limit of memory available.
If the amount of printed data is less than the buffer
size, the Apple will complete its dump in a matter of seconds. When
the amount of printed data exceeds the buffer size, the Microbuffer
II will respond to the Apple as a normal printer interface taking one
line at a time. This will result in approximate time savings of nine
minutes for a 80 character per second printer assuming a thru-put of
60 characters per second, when using a 32 Kbytes buffer size. These
time savings will vary with line length. For output that consists of
very short lines, like assembler listings, the time savings will be
greater because printers take longer to print a line feed and car-
riage return than to print normal characters.
The software in ROM controls all of the functions of
the Microbuffer II and is different for each graphic printer.
Microbuffer II is typically shipped wiht EPSON firmware.
More information about how the microbuffer can be used
can be found in its "users manual".
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2.2 System software 
2.2.1 	 Introduction 
The frequency analysis of the EEG singal offers
important information about the behavior of the monkeys as effects of
drug administration. But in order to obtain useful information about
the EEG power distribution in certain frequency bands, an average of
EEG spectrums has to be done. The drug effects can not be obtained
looking at one single spectrum at a time because of many reasons.
One of them relates to the fact that EEG patterns are influenced by
random events as the changing in the animal position. Doing an
average of spectrums, these random effects eventually cancel one
another.
Another reason consists in the fact that the drug
effect appears during a certain interval of time. Analyzing one
single spectrum does not give the cumulative effect of the drug but
just a too small, too big, or no effect. The right effect represents
the average of these effects during a certain interval of time which
is defined by the research experience.
The software is able to control the data acquisition,
the spectral components calculation and the statistical analysis of
the EEG power.
The data is acquired as sweeps of 3.6 second dura-
tions. Then, each sweep spectrum is done using the machine language
modules available from R.C. Electronics Incorporated and, of course,
the facility of having a command buffer which can store up to 47
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commands (to imitate the keyboard). It is important to remember that
the data has to be acquired continuously for at least 10 minutes in
order to obtain some visible effects of the drug. For this reason,
the data has to be first saved, and then, after the experiment is
over, retrieved and processed. Storage capability is needed and is
accomplished by the data disk in drive 2. Another important thing
about timing during the data acquisition process is the duration of
each sweep saving process. Saving on a disk using BASIC statements
takes one to two minutes for each sweep which is a lot if you think
that in those two minutes we loose about 40 sweeps, and may be the
most important ones. In this way the acquisition process is not
effective. We must use an intermediate storage capability to accumu-
late more sweeps and then to save all of them on a disk. The inter-.
mediate memory used is the Super RAM range $D000-$EFFF and the saving
and retrieving process are executed by machine language routines.
In my algorithm, I stored the data in the first part of the data
disk and right after that I stored the spectrums. The averages of
the spectrums were stored as binary files in the program disk (drive
1) and they can be seen one by one. I tried to acquire as much data
as possible in one experiment. The amount of data is limited,
however, by the capacity of the data disk (drive 2). If the data is
erased after the spectrum is done (replacing data with spectrums) the
possibility to store is greater. I did not choose this variant
because 1 considered that the data might be necessary to be visual-
ized, in the case the analysis effects are unusual. The question is,
how many sweeps of data can we store on the disk knowing that space
is necessary for the same amount of spectrums? The computer is set
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to work with both channels, so in this case one sweep, for one
channel, has 512 points. The disk has a capacity of 35 tracks or 560
sectors. Each sector has 256 bytes and 4 blocks of 256 bytes each
represent 1 Kbyte. The disk capacity is then 140 Kbytes.
The intermediate memory has 8 Kbytes and contains 16
sweeps (or spectrums when the spectrums are done), 8 for each chan-
nel. Because of the disk's capacity, I can save 8 times the interme-
diate memory full of data or spectrums, and I will get 64 Kbytes of
data and 64 Kbytes of spectrums which means 64 sweeps for each
channel and respectively 64 spectrums for .each channel. The rest of
the disk (140K - 128K = 12K) is unused for now. The map of the disk
is given in Fig. 2.25. The figure shows also the map of the interme-
diate memory.
When the data is to be processed, a block of 8K is
retrieved at a time. Whatever the process is, saving on disk or
retrieving from disk, it works for 8 Kbytes of memory.
The 8 Kbytes memory block contains information about
both channels. Even if we want to process the data for one channel,
the entire block is retrieved from the disk in the intermediate
memory (Super RAM) and then, other machine language routines do the
averaging, move results in to a memory buffer for display, on the
screen, or at the printer. The same results are moved in another
part of the memory for the statistical analysis.
Because a block of 8K from the disk contains 8 spec-
trums for channel A and 8 spectrums for channel B, averages of 8
spectrums are done for both channels, 8 averages for each channel.
With respect to the average, there are 2 variants of the program:
Figure 2.25 Data Disk Map and Intermediate Memory Map
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Variant 1, which does eight 8 spectrum averages for each channel and
Variant 2, which does a total average for eight 8 spectrum averages
for each channel.
Both variants give the user the choice to process
channel A, or B, or both, to draw a histogram or pie chart.
There is another variant of the program which process-
es the 128 sweeps of data in a fixed way in order for the user to not
have to supervise the computer during the process.
2.2.2 General Flow Chart Description 
Whatever variant is used, the main algorithms and the
steps are the same. The general flow chart of the program is given
in Fig. 2.26.
Loading the necessary binary files and doing the
calibration of the Apple oscilloscope are combined with the data
acquisition program on one disk. In this way, every time a new
experiment is beginning, the calibration can be done or just checked.
There is another disk with the processing program which contains the
spectrum components amplitude calculation, the average execution and
the statistical analysis (this is practically variant 3). For
variant 1 and 2, data acquisiton is combined with spectrum analysis
in one disk and there is a separate disk for average and statistical
analysis. All variants use a third disk, the initialization disk.
This is introduced in the beginning of the experiment in drive 1 in
order to initialize new disks (data disks) in drive 2. Variant 3 is
the most used because the data acquisition is separate from spectrum
analysis and statistical computations. Every time variant 3 runs on
the data acquisition disk, we have a new experiment. Variant 3 has
Fig. 2.26 General Flowchart
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the advantage of providing whatever number of experiments are needed,
one after the other (so the drug effects can be obtained), each one
now having its own data disk. Later, the analysis can be done.
2.2.3 Variant 1
The programs included in variant 1 have the possibil-
ity to take data, do the spectrums, do 8 averages of 8 spectrums
each, save them in the program disk (drive 1), and then use them to
draw a histogram or pie chart. The user has the choice to stop or
not after the spectrums are done and saved on the data disk (drive
2).
The variant 1 program disk contains 20 BASIC programs,
14 machine language routines, 5 binary files available from R.C.
Electronics Incorporated, relative to the Applescope (SCOPE DRIVER
and spectrum analysis) and 2 data files relative to the oscilloscope
parameters. These 2 files are updated all the time with the new
calibration parameters. The variant 1 flow chart is given in Figure
2.27.
In order to understand how variant 1 works, I have to
discuss each program or at least the most important ones. From the
beginning I would like to point out that all the machine language
routines with the title ending in "TAB" are related to a saving or
retrieving data process (to disk from the intermediate memory, or to
the intermediate memory from the disk). "TAB" means a table which
contains all the information about source and destination for data
transfer. There is only one machine language routine which is the
exception to this rule, the average program (AVELOTAB for channel A
and AVELOTABB for channel B). In this program "TAB" means another






table, related to some pointers for indexed-indirect addressing.
Another rule that is useful for the programmer to know is that there
are similar programs for channel A and B, the programs for channel B
have the same name as the programs for channel A but they end with
AUTODUAL - loads the binary files necessary to acquire and
process data (scope driver, BPR, spectrum files M4A, M4B, M4C, and
the 2 files with the parameters for the digital oscilloscope, CT and
CS). The program gives a message to the user with respect to the
scope calibration. The program ends by transferring the control to
the calibration program.
CALIBRATE - calls the SCOPE DRIVER program in order to give the
possibility to the user to check or change the scope parameters and
to make sure that the signals are connected correctly to the analog
inputs of the computer. By pressing "CTRL SHIFT P" (disk supervisor
command) on the keyboard, the program automatically saves the scope
parameters (CT and CS files) on disk and then transfers the control
to the data acquisition program not before giving the user the choice
of acquiring data only or acquiring and processing the data immedi-
ately in ALTERNATIVE program.
ALTERNATIVE - loads LOWALLTAB at $300, opens the Super RAM to be
written and loads HIALL0BJ0 at $F000 in Super RAM. Then asks the
user if he wants to continue with processing after the data acquisi-
tion. Depending on the user's answer, the program set or does not
set a variable in location 20480 and transfers the control to
AUTODUAL1.
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AUTODUAL 1 - gives the user the choice to enter the number of
sweeps that he wants to process. In this program "sweep" means a
block of 1O24 bytes of data, the first half for channel A and the
second half for channel B.
As I mentioned in the first paragraph, the maximum
number of data sweeps (512 bytes each) for one channel is 64, for
both channels 128. Speaking in terms of 1024 byte blocks, the
maximum number of blocks is 64. However, the user can enter any
number. For larger numbers an error message is generated, for
smaller numbers the program works for 8K of data at a time. For a
multiple of 8 the program does the work in a loop executed as many
times as necessary, for all other cases the number entered is reduced
to the closest multiple of 8 and the execution is done with the same
algorithm. 
The data acquisition is done by the program, not from
the keyboard, by placing all the successive commands in the command
buffer (47 commands maximum). Once 1K of data is acquired (1 sweep
for channel A and 1 sweep for channel B), the memory buffer for
display has to be saved because another 1K of data will replace it.
Each 1K of data is moved from the memory buffer for display, with
LOWALL machine language, in Super RAM II ($D000). This machine
language routine is placed at decimal 768 ($300) and is executed by
CALL 768. It is used to save 1K at a time as long as the 8K interme-
diate memory buffer, $0000-$EFFF, is not filled. When it is filled,
another machine language, HIALL.OBJO is used to save the 8K of Super
RAM on disk. HIALLOBJO is placed in Super RAM and not in the low
memory, $300-$3FF, reserved for machine language routines because
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when SCOPE DRIVER program is loaded only $300-$360 is free, so there
is no space. HIALL.OBJO executes a saving process so it needs a
table (see DOS manual) of 21 bytes containing information about the
source and the destination of the process (17 bytes represent input/
output block, IOB and 4 bytes represent the Device Characteristics
Table, DCT). This table contains locations which must be increased
during the execution of the saving (or retrieving) process. If the
table is placed in Super RAM, this means writing memory. At the same
time, execution means reading memory. But Super RAM can not be read
from and written on at the same time (see Chapter 2, section
2.1.2.b), there are 2 different soft switches for these 2 operations
and they can not be on at the same time. Thus, the table has to be
placed in low memory. That is why the LOWALL program, combined with
the table, TAB, and with location $346 used as counter, are called
LOWALLTAB binary file. HIALL.OBJO is a subroutine of LOWALL. Having
2 binary files instead of one is because low memory i s reserved for
machine language and there is not enough space for one big routine.
Figure 2.28a shows how the machine langauge routines
work within AUTODUAL 1 program. Figure 2.28b gives the general steps
for saving or retrieving machine langauge routines and figure 2.28c
represents the detailed flow chart for AUTODUAL 1 program.
SPC - retrieves the data from disk and does the spectrum of each
512 point sweeps of data. The user has the choice to do the spectrum
of a smaller number of sweeps than the one he acquired on disk.
However, the program processes 16 spectrums at a time, 8 for channel
A and 8 for channel B, alternatively. the number is 16 because a 8K
block saved on the disk with HIALL.0BJ0 contains 16 sweeps, 8 for
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Figure 2.28a Flowchart for Machine Language Routines Used in
AUTODUAL1, BASIC Program
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IOB hi address = IOB
IOB low address = IOA
0TH = data buffer hi address
RWTS = read-write track and sector subroutine
* 	 This is a general flowchart. However, for HIALL.OBJO "DONE" means
initialize all the addresses used in the main routine, LOWALL, when
control is returned to it to be executed again. Generally, "DONE"
does not mean STOP, but reinitializing or activating soft switches
before returning to BASIC or machine language main routine.
Figure 2.28b General Flowchart for Saving or Retrieving
Machine Language Routine
Figure 2.28c Flowchart for AUTODUALI Program
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each channel, and is retrieved from the disk with the same kind of
program as it was saved. The only difference between the machine
language routines which save 8K on the disk and retrieve 8K from the
disk is in the input/output block (IOB) part where the byte which
says "writing" in replaced by "reading". Figure 2.29 shows how the
data and spectrums are manipulated by the SPC program. There are 5
machine language routines used by the SPC program.
1. RETTAB is used to retrieve from disk 8K of data, in the
Super RAM buffer ($0000-$EFFF). 	 The routine is formed by RET2
program plus IOB/OCT table. This routine works as in Figure 2.28.b
and is placed at $03O0.
2. OPEN.OBJO is placed at $032C and is used to open the Super
RAM to be read because there is a routine placed there, SWEEP.OBJO,
which needs to be executed. SWEEP.OBJO is a subroutine of the first
part of OPEN.OBJO, located between $032C-$0346. The second part of
OPEN.OBJO ($0347) is a subroutine of SWEEP.OBJO. Even if there is
enough space in Super RAM to place this part and to not work with a
subroutine placed in low memory, this can not be done because of the
fact that Super RAM can not be read and written at the same time.
Super RAM has to be read in order to execute SWEEP.OBJO and has to be
written in order to increment pointers because we are dealing with a
large amount of data and a fixed pointer can only scan up to 256
bytes. Thus, the pointers have to be modified all the time so they
have to be placed in low memory, Super RAM being read at this moment.
3. 	 SWEEP.OBJO moves sweeps, one by one, from Super RAM to
memory buffer for display.
Figure 2.29 Manipulation of Information in SPC Program
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4. SAVESPC.OBJO moves spectrums after they are done by SPC
program, one by one, from the memory buffer for display to Super RAM
in the same place where the corresponding data was located.
5. SVTAB saves spectrums from Super RAM on disk in the way
shown in figure 2.28b.
Figure 2.30 gives the detailed flow chart of the SPC
program and shows when and where each machine language routine is
loaded. X, Y, S are variables. X represents the order of the
spectrum in a 16 spectrum block, Y is the order of a 16 sweep or
spectrum block in the 8 blocks, maximum amount of sweeps or spectrums
that this system can work with, and S represents a switch with 2
positions: "1", in case the user wants to take data, do the
spectrums, and process the information (statistically) and "0" in case
the user wants to stop after-the spectrums are done. This switch is
set in ALTERNATIVE program. 
RETSPC retrieves one 8K block from maximum eight 8K blocks of
spectrum that can be stored in the data disk. the user chooses which
block has to be retrieved. The 8K block chosen is retrieved in Super
RAM with RETTAB machine language routine. Depending on the user's
choice, track and sector locations are changed from BASIC, otherwise
the retrieving routine works as in Figure 2.28b. After this process,
the control is transferred to CHOICE program.
CHOICE gives the user the possibility to process channel A, or
channel B, or both of them. If the choice is both channel A and B, a
variable is set to 1, location 16896. At the end of channel A
processing the variable is tested. If 1, processing continues with
Figure 2.30 Flowchart for SPC Program
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Figure 2.30 (continued) Flowchart for SPC Program
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channel B and the variable is reset to zero so that B is not pro-
cessed more than once. If the choice is channel A or B, the variable
is zero, so that at the end of the processing, when the location
16896 is checked, the process stops. In conclusion, 16896 = O which
means "STOP" and 16896 = 1 means to continue with channel B
processing.
When the user chooses channel A or both channels A and B,
AVERAGE is the next program, when the user chooses channel B, the
next program is AVERAGEB. These 2 programs work in the same way, the
difference between them consists of the source of data, destination
of data, mainly in what you process and where you store the result.
AVERAGE does the average of 8 spectrums for channel A, from the
8K block retrieved with RETSPC and saves the average in the program
disk (drive. 1) as a binary file called "AVE.8". At the same, time,
the program offers the average on the screen and on the printer. The
user can enter the desired title for the average. If the time counts
and the statistical analysis is more important, the user can skip
seeing the average on the screen. He will have it on the printer
anyway, meanwhile the statistical analysis can begin (the printer is
controlled by the microbuffer, so at the same time the computer
microprocessor can do something else).
The detailed flow chart for AVERAGE program is given in Fig.
2.31a.
The machine language routines used by AVERAGE programs are:
1. CLEAR.OBJO is a small routine loaded at $300. It clears
the memory areas: $4000 - $41FF and $4400 - $45FF. This area has to
be cleared because the result of the sum of the 8 spectrums (2 bytes
Figure  2.31a Flowchart for AVERAGE program




result) is going to be stored here by adding it with the content of
these memory locations. The area $4O00-$41FF is dedicated to the low
bytes of the 8 spectrums sum and the area $4400-$45FF, to the high
bytes of the sum. The memory map for the results of the 8 spectrums
sum for channel A and B is given in Fig. 2.32a.
2. AVELOTAB is placed at $30O and performs a division by 8 of
the results of the 8 spectrums sum. The routine uses indexed indi-
rect addressing so needs some space in zero page. This space is
obtained by saving zero page to $FF00, in the beginning of the
program and restore it back at the end. The control is transferred
to AVEHI.OBJO subroutine which does the sum of the 8 spectrums. When
returning from subroutine, AVELOTAB performs the division by 8 and
the 8 spectrums average is obtained. It contains 512 bytes and it is
stored at $4000. AVELOTAB is the only routine which "TAB" does not
refer to a IOB/DCT table for a saving-retrieving process (same
situation for AVELOTABB). "TAB" relates to the pointers used in the
indexed-indirect addressing (see Fig. 2.32b).
3. AVEHI.OBJ0  is the routine which does the addition of the 8
spectrums. 	 It is a subroutine of AVELOTAB and is placed at $368,
after the AVELO and the TAB. This routine reads the Super RAM data
(the spectrums retrieved from disk) and performs the addition of 8
spectrums. Every time 2 bytes are added a 2 bytes result is ob-
tained. The sum of the 8 spectrums will then have 1024 bytes, 512
low bytes placed by AVEHI at $4000-$41FF and 512 high bytes placed at
$4400-$45FF.
Fig. 2.31.b shows how these last two routines, AVELOTAB and
AVEHI.OBJO work together in order to obtain the average.
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Figure 2.32a Memory Map for 8 Spectrums
Sum and Average for Channels A and B
Figure 2.32b Zero Page Pointers Used for Indexed Indirect
Addressing in AVELOTAB and AVELOTABB
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AVERAGES does the average of 8 spectrums for channel B and saves
the average in the program disk as a binary file called "AVEB.8".
This program does the same thing as AVERAGE program and uses the same
type of machine language routines:
1.CLEARB.OBJ0  clears the memory areas $4800-49FF and
$4C0O-4DFF in order for the 8 spectrum sum to be stored here.
2. AVELOTABB performs the division by 8 and stores the results
at $4800-$49FF. The sum of 8 spectrums is provided to AVELOTABB to
do the division by 8, by the AVEHIB.OBJO.
3. AVEHIB.OBJO is a subroutine of AVELOTABB and performs the
sum of 8 spectrums. This sum has 1024 bytes. The upper 512 bytes
are placed at $4C00-$4DFF and the lower bytes are placed at
$4800-$49FF.
In conclusion, with respect to the average programs for channel
A and channel B, they are practically the same, but they take data
from different places and store results in different places. The
corresponding machine language routines have to have different names
because they deal with different locations.
CHOICE2 is a small BASIC program which gives the user the
possibility of choosing between having a histogram done or a pie
chart.
CHOICE2B does the same thing as the CHOICE2 program, but for
channel B. Two individual programs are needed to make the choice for
channel A and channel B because different routines have to be ac-
cessed for processing for each channel.
AXIS is the program that draws the axis for the histogram,
writes what each axis represents, y axis "% of total power" and x
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a. 	 Numbers Written by AXIS and AXIS-B
Programs on "y" and "x" Axis
b. 	 Ideal and Real Frequency Bands Limits
Figure 2.33
2.33) and the title of the histogram.
AXIS-B does the same thing but for channel B. The difference
with respect to "AXIS" is in the title of the histogram and in the
program that the control is transferred to. "AXIS" transfers the
control to "PLOT-A" and "AXIS-B" to "PLOT-B".
PLOT-A calculates the coefficients for the histogram and then
draws it. These coefficients represent the relative spectral power
of each of the thirteen bands, with respect to the total power.
The spectral amplitudesP
j,K
 are squared because the histogram
is related to power, which is proportional with the amplitude
squared.
These amplitudes are the 512 bytes resulted from AVERAGE program
and are situated at $4000 (decimal 16384). Only the first 256 bytes
are the one we are interested in because the other.256 are the mirror
image of the first 256. In conclusion, PLOT-A calculates the histo-
gram coefficients for 256 bytes located at $4000. The histogram is
done for 13 frequency bands.
The spectrums and their average are between 0 and 71.1 Hz. The
bands were chosen by comparing the work done before on these kinds of
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investigation which show: small bands in the beginning (2 bands of 2
Hz each) followed by 5 bands of 4 Hz each and, at the end one 8 Hz
band. These form a total band of only 32 Hz. This was the band used
in the previous research. My project does the spectrums in a larger
band, 71.1 Hz. The purpose is to quantify the high frequency changes
and relate them, eventually, to some drug effects. In order to cover
the entire new band, 0-71.1 Hz, I chose to divide it, for the histo-
gram, in 2 small bands of 2 Hz each in the beginning, five 4 Hz bands
and others five 8 Hz bands. Of course, these numbers are not exactly
the final ones because of the computer resolution.




8 points x 0.2 (7) = 2.22 Hz
Taking in consideration that 1.94 Hz is closer to 2 Hz than 2.22 Hz,
I choose, for the first 2 bands, 7 points/band. With the same
considerations I choose, for the next 5 bands, 14 points/band; for
the next 5 bands, 29 points/band; and for the last band,
256-[(2x7)+(5x14)+5x29)] = 256-229 = 27 points/band. There are, in
conclusion, 4 numbers of points/band. They are called J, K, T, U.
J = 7 	 T = 29
K = 14 	 U = 27
The correspondent frequency intervals are:
The figure 2.33b shows the ideal and real frequency band limits
and the memory locations where the correspondent points are located.
The number in the "pick up memory locations" column represents the
beginning of the interval. The 256 bytes of spectrum amplitudes are
located at $4000-$40FF. The next location is
$4100 = decimal 16650 = 16384 + 2J + 5K + 5T + U.
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After the histogram coefficients and the frequency limits are
calculated the histogram is done on the screen and the control is
transferred to MICROBUF.
PLOT-B does the same thing PLOT-A does, but picks up the infor-
mation from $4800, decimal 18432.
MICROBUF is accessed after both PLOT-A and PLOT-B programs. It
sends the screen information to the printer. 	 It also checks the
16986 location. If it is 1 (16896 is set in CHOICE program), then
the user chooses to process both channels so the program has to
continue to process channel B after channel A results were sent to
the printer. If it is 0, the user wants only channel A, so the
program can be stopped after the results for channel A are printed
out.
PLOT-Al calculates the histogram coefficients, the percentage of
the spectral power of each band relative to the total power, in the
same way PLOT-A does. PLOT A-1 does not use these coefficients to
draw a histogram but prepares them to be used in a pie chart drawing.
PLOT-A1 transfers the control to PIECHART program.
PLOT-B1 does the same thing PLOT-A1 does, but picks up the
information from other locations. The control is then transferred to
PIECHARTB.
PIECHART draws the pie chart and the necessary explanations on
the screen, for channel A. Then checks the location 16986. If it is
"1", the user wants to continue to process channel B. If it is "0",
the process stops, the user chose channel A only.
PIECHARTB draws the pie chart for channel B. This is the
program that ends the processing without any alternative. 	 The
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process can be ended by MICROBUF or PIECHART (see fig. 2.27) but in
these two there is always a chance of continuation, if location 16896
= 1. These are the BASIC and machine language programs contained in
Variant 1. They offer the user a lot of choices during the process-
ing. That is why the user has to observe everything from the begin-
ning to the end, in order to answer the questions of the program.
axis "HZ", writes the numbers for y and x axis divisions (see Fig.
2.33) and the title of the histogram.
AXIS-B does the same thing but for channel B. The difference
with respect to "AXIS" is in the title of the histogram and in the
program that the control is transferred to. "AXIS" transfers the
control to "PLOT-A" and. "AXIS-B" to "PLOT-B".
2.2.4 Variant 2 
As opposed to Variant 1, Variant 2 can stop the process after
the data is acquired or can do everything, data acquisition, spectrum
analysis, and statistical calculations. Another new thing for this
variant is that it ends up with a 64 spectrum average for each
channel and, again, the histogram or the pie chart can be done. The
general flowchart for Variant 2 is given in fig. 2.34.
The first part of the Variant 2 works the same as Variant 1.
Beginning with the "CHOICE" program things are changed. From here
one, Variant 2 contains the following BASIC programs:
CHOICE]. is practically the same program as "CHOICE" from Variant
1, but accesses other programs than CHOICE does. Location 16896 is
set again to zero if the user wants to process only one channel, A or
B, and to 1 if the user wants to process A and B.
A-AVERAGE retrieves the spectrums from, the disk, 8 times, 8
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Kbytes of spectrums (all the spectrums from the disk). Then calcu-
lates 8 averages of 8 spectrums each and saves them in the program
disk, DRIVEL, with the name "AVE.1", "AVE.2", "AVE.8". The
control is then transferred to FINAL-AVE.A.
B-AVERAGE is the analog of A-Average but for channel B. It
transfers the control to FINAL-AVE.B.
FINAL-AVE.A retrieves the 8 averages for channel A from disk and
places them in Super RAM in the right position so the same machine
language routine can be used to average them. A 64 spectrum average
is obtained, called "AVE.AVE.A", at $4000-41FF and it is saved in the
program disk.
The program control is transferred to SEE FIN.AVE.A.
FINAL-AVE.B calculates 64 spectrums for channel B, "AVE.AVE.B",
places it at $4800-$49FF, saves it in the program disk, and than
transfers the control to SEE FIN.AVE.B.
SEE FIN.AVE.A offers the final average for channel A on the
screen and printed out, asks the user to choose between the pie chart
or histogram forms of analyzing this average, and depending on the
choice, accesses, respectively, PLOT-Al or AXIS.
SEE FIN.AVE.B is the analog of SEE FIN.AVE.A, for channel B and
transfers the control to PLOT-B1 or AXISB.
From now on, the statistical analysis is done with the same
programs as for Variant 1. The machine language routines used in
Variant 2 are the same as for the first variant, with small changes
or no change at all.






2.2.5 Variant 3 
Variant 3 of processing EEG signals is practically Variant 2
simplified. All the choices are eliminated in order for the user to
just press the button for START and come and pick up the results from
the printer (which contains all the programs). Variant 3 has 2
program disks, the first contains the data acquisition programs, and
the second one contains the processing (spectral and statistical
analysis) programs. Every time the first disk is executed, a 9
minute experiment is done and 128 sweeps (64 for each channel) of 512
bytes each are acquired on the data disk (DRIVE 2). Every time the
second disk is executed, after 40 minutes of processing, a 64 spec-
trum average for channel A and one for channel B are obtained at the
printer and an alarm goes off to remind the user that the results are
ready to be pick up and filed.
All variants have an "INITIALIZING" disk which is a program disk
used to initialize data disks for the experiments.
Variant 3 was set up to satisfy the user requirements and is the
one most used. All the results obtained for this thesis are the
Variant 3 results.
Figure 2.35 gives a general view of all the disks needed for all
three variants of processing developed for this thesis.
For Variant 1 and 2, in case the user does not want to acquire
data and process immediately, he can stop the program after the data
acquisition and the spectral analysis are done and another disk can
be made to continue with the processing whenever necessary. Each
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variant has 2 disks of programs and needs at the same time the
initializing program. The total number of program disks made for
this thesis was seven (see fig. 2.35).
The listings of all the BASIC programs and machine language
routines developed for this thesis are given in Appendix F and G.





3.1 Where is the Hoffmann-La Roche Research situated with respect
to the computerized EEG in pharmacology
This thesis is based on the work and the experiments done at
Hoffmann-La Roche, Nutley, New Jersey. This is a pharmaceutical
company and one of its departments is concerned with the testing of
the drugs using EEG spectral patterns.
As I described in Chapter 1, the EEG spectrum can give important
information about the effects of various drugs on the central nervous
system. The experiments are done on animals and humans and the
effects of well-known drugs can be verified in this way. More than
this, the research groups are trying new compounds, on animals, and
observing the various changes in the EEG spectrums, they can classify
the new drug in one of the categories of drugs. To do this, differ-
ent computer systems are used. Chapter 1 describes the system used
by the Hoffmann-La Roche company and what it is capable of doing.
The experiments are done in the following manner: a group of monkeys
is used and experiments are done on them before and after the drug
administration (Fig. 3.1).
10 same monkey: a) four 64 EEG spectrums averages are obtained and
the percentage of each band power (there are 8
bands, from 0 to 32 Hz) with respect to the total
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spectral power. All this is done without admin-
istering the drug and it is called Control
Experiment.
b) A day after the control experiment, the Drug
Experiment is done and another four 64 spectrums
averages are obtained. The drug experiment is
done for different drug doses. The time interval
between different dose administration is about
one week. The dose increases until the operator
considers that the drug had enough effect on the
monkey. He can check if it was enough effect by
doing in parallel another experiment (the lever
pressing experiment).
2° other monkey: The control and drug experiments, for various
drug doses., are performed for a group of monkeys
in the same way it was described before.
Each dose result is averaged for the n monkeys used in order to
see the general effect of the drug, at that amount of drug.
These averages are then compared between them and with the
averages obtained from the control experiment and dose related
effects are obtained. The results are then plotted as in Figure 3.2.
This figure contains three graphs. The left one represents the
effect of the drug and contains the results of the lever pressing
experiment which was the subject of another thesis. The second graph
represents the total power for the drug experiment relative to the
total power of the control experiment, in percentage, for different
Figure 3.1 Experiments Outline
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Figure 3.2 Statistical Results
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drug dose. The "no-dose" experiment is the one that has 100% power
and represents the control experiment. For this particular drug, we
can observe that, as the dose increases, the total power increases.
Sometimes, however total power increase does not tell too much
because this increase can be due to the increase in the various bands
powers (there are 8 bands). That is why this graph does not give the
complete information about the changes in the EEG spectrum. 	 The
third graph provides additional information. 	 It represents y = f
(frequency) where y is:
In this way the user can easily read due to which band the total
power increases or decreases.
3.2 Validation of the new system, automated EEG spectrum analysis 
system 
After I described how the experiments are carried out at Hoff-
mann-La Roche with the help of the old system, I have to point out
how is the new system used in this research program. The new system
is obtaining the spectrums for the control and drug experiment EEG
patterns for different monkeys and various doses of drug. It does
the 64 spectrums average (or 16 spectrums average), calculates the
percentage of the bands power with respect to the total power (for 13
bands, 8 of them the same as for the old system and another 5 bands,
up to 71.1 Hz) and draws the histogram or the pie chart to make
easier the results interpretation.
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All this is done only with the help of the Apple II computer and
the results are obtained on the screen and at the printer: Chapter 1
describes the advantages of using this system with respect to the old
one. However, the new system results have to be validated by compar-
ing them with the old system results which have been used for seven
years. For this reason, I used my variant 3 program to process the
EEG signal for various drugs and monkeys (signals already processed
with the old system).
The results that I'm going to discuss and compare with the ones
of the old system are related to two drugs, suriclone and halazepam,
each one administered to two monkeys. We have then four cases (see
Fig. 3.3). The results are given in figures 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, at
the end of this chapter.
I. 	 The "suriclone" drug dose used was 0.5 mg/kg. The drug number
is 17-9887 and the number of the monkey is 461 (see fig. 3.4.1,
3.4.2.).
First of all, I would like to compare the control experi-
ment results for the new and old system (fig. 3.4.1.a. and
3.4.2.a., 3.4.2.b). The comparison can not be done looking at
the histogram because the frequency band is 0-71.1 Hz and for
the old system is only 0-32 Hz. I designed my program to
calculate the total power for 0-31.3 Hz and the relative bands
power so these numbers can be compared with the results of the
control experiment for the old system. For both systems the
power is concentrated in the first five bands, the EEG spectrum
having a maximum around 4 Hz.
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Looking at the drug experiment results (fig. 3.4.1.b. and
3.4.2.c., 3.4.2.d.), both systems shown an increase of the last
band power, 23.3-31.3 Hz. Two other aspects have to be ob-
served, which are the difference between the control and drug
experiment for the new system and the old system.
Looking at the control and drug averages for the new system
(fig. 3.4.1.a. and b.), the amplitudes begin to increase once we.
are in alpha region (10-12 Hz). Beginning with the REM zone
(rapid eye movement sleep, 20 Hz) they increase even more.
Comparing the spectrum averages for control and drug
experiments for the old system (fig. 3.4.2.a. and c.), the
amplitudes are increasing around 10 Hz also and between 20 and
30 Hz. The old system drug average has, however, very big
amplitudes for very slow waves 0-2 Hz (the deep sleep region).
These big amplitudes do not appear in the new system results.
In order to explain this we have to compare how the experiments
are carried out with both systems and see if they are totally
compatible.
The drug and control results for the old system represent 1
of 4 possible results obtained at approximately 14-15 minutes
intervals. The old system obtains the averages and also records
on magnetic tape the EEG signal for about one hour. This EEG
signal is the input for the new system and the probability to
process the same part of the signal is very small. However,





spectrum has to be almost the same. But, of course, many small
differences can appear depending on which part of the EEG signal
is processed. I think the big amplitudes for low frequency
couldn't appear, for this reason, in the new system results.
II. The same drug, same dose was used but with monkey 514 (see fig.
3.5.1. and 3.5.2.).
Looking at the control experiment results for both systems
we can observe that the spectral energy is concentrated in the
theta and delta regions (deep sleep waves) (see fig. 3.5.1.a.
and 3.5.2.a., 3.5.2.b.).
If, for the control results, in both cases the amplitudes
decrease beginning with 8 Hz, for the drug results, both systems
show a constant (or almost constant) amplitude between 8 and 20
Hz and an increase in amplitude between 20 and 30 Hz (fig.
3.5.1.b. and 3.5.2.c., 3.5.2.d.).
In conclusion, the changes from the control to the drug
experiment results, are around the alpha band (both systems show
a constant amplitude when drug is administered with respect to
the "no-drug" case where this band has low amplitude spectrum)
and an increase in amplitude in the drug 20-30 Hz interval is
shown by both systems.
III. The drug used is "halazepam", the dose is also 0.5 mg/kg and the
experiment is done on the monkey numbered 461 (see fig. 3.6.1
and 3.6.2.). 	 Again, first of all I would like to compare the
control experiment results for these 2 systems (fig. 3.6.1.a.
and 3.6.2.a., 3.6.2.b.). Both of them show a very big activity
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in the low frequency region (0-10 Hz) and then a decrease in the
brain activity.
After the drug is administered (drug experiment results)
the slow waves activity is still significant with respect to the
total band activity but drops a little bit. Also, the last part
of the spectrum, between 25-30 Hz has larger amplitudes (fig.
3.6.1.b. and 3.6.2.c.). Both systems show the same thing. For
the drug experiment, a picture of the average is not available,
but the comparison can be done looking at the percentage of the
power in each band, with respect to the entire band.
IV. Same drug, halazepam, was administered to the monkey numbered
680, same dose being used (see fig. 3.7.1. and 3.7.2.).
The control experiments for both systems (fig. 3.7.1.a. and
3.7.2.a., 3.7.2.b.) show no activity but in the 0-10 Hz frequen-
cy band. Both drug results show a small increase in the activi-
ty in all bands. In the 0-10 Hz band, the increase is more
visible (fig. 3.7.1.b. and 3.7.2.c, 3.7.2.d.).
The histograms obtained for all these cases can not be used
for any of these discussions because they consider the total
band between 0-71.1 Hz. However, they represent a vary easy
method of checking the power distribution in this range.
The validation of the new system can not be done, of
course, by considering only 4 cases. Practically, all the
well-known drugs, already tested with the old system were tried
again with the new one, using the same EEG patterns from the
magnetic tape which was kept in files. After about 2 months of
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running the new system program on the information from the
magnetic tape, the new system was considered as good, with nice
features and was adopted for the research work. Since this work
was completed, the system has been extended to 16 channels.
3.3 Conclusions 
The automated EEG spectrum analysis system was considered to
have the same results as the old system. The difference is that the
new system is very small and almost completely automated, the user
has only to change the data disk when the previous disk is full. The
system works with two channels simultaneously. However, the time
required to acquire and process .the data is almost the same as for
the old system. The advantage consists in having a small computer
system which does everything without the user intervention and which
can be programmed to do whatever statistical calculations are needed.
The system has a few limitations. One of them is that it does
not improve the interval of time for the data acquisition, but
think this is not so important as the features introduced. Another
limitation consists in the method of averaging 64 spectrums. 	 The
average is not obtained directly but by averaging 8 averages of 8
spectrums each. 	 This was done because of the small memory space
available and might be responsible for some of the differences
between the systems results. Of course, the system can be enhanced
as follows:
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1. The introduction of a hard disk will avoid changing the data
disk after each experiment and more experiments could be done
consequently. In this way, the effects produced by the drug
could be better observed.
The possibility of having a hard disk provides a lot of
storage place. This convenience gives the idea of building a
drug data base which could serve as a reference in the classifi-
cation of new compounds.
2. The system can be modified to work with 16 channels simultane-
ously. In this way the time problem is solved.
3. 	 The software can be further developed to do all the comparisons
between the control and drug experiments results or between the
drug results and the data base, to classify automatically new
drugs and to file the information.
With all these features, the system seems to introduce a nice
and convenient method of analyzing drug effects and classifying new
pharmaceutical compounds.




Suriclone drug experiment - new system, monkey 461
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Figure 3.4.2.b. 	Suriclone control results - old system, monkey 461
Figure 3.4.2.c. Suriclone drug experiment - old system, monkey 461
Figure 3.4.2.d. 	Suriclone drug results - old system, monkey 461




Figure 3.5.1.b. Suriclone drug experiment - new system, monkey 514
Figure 3.5.2.a. Suriclone control experiment - old system,
monkey 514
Figure 3.5.2.b. 	 Suriclone control results - old system, monkey 514
Figure 3.5.2.c. 	 Suriclone drug experiment - old system, monkey 514
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Figure 3.5.2.d. Suriclone drug results - old system, monkey 514
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Figure 3.6.1.a. Halazepam control experiment - new system, monkey 461
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Figure 3.6.1.b. Halazepam drug experiment - new system, monkey 461




Figure 3.6.2.b. Halazepam control results - old system, monkey 461
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Figure 3.6.2.c. 	 Halazepam drug results - old system, monkey 461
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Figure 3.7.1.a. Halazepam control experiment - new system, monkey 680
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Figure 3.7.1.b. Halazepam drug experiment - new system, monkey 680
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Figure 3.7.2.a. Halazepam control experiment - old system, monkey 680
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Figure 3.7.2.b. Halazepam control results - old system, monkey 680
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Figure 3.7.2.c. Halazepam drug experiment - old system, monkey 680
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Figure 3.7.2.d. Halazepam drug results - old system, monkey 680
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How SuperRam Works in Relation to 
the Disk Operating System (DOS) 
The DOS is available by booting DOS 3.3 disk. The message that
comes on the screen when this disk is booted is:
"DOS VERSION 3.3 	 08/25/80
APPLE II PLUS OR ROMCARD 	 	 SYSTEM MASTER
(LOADING INTEGER BASIC INTO LANGUAGE CARD)"
which means that the HELLO program of this disk loads INTEGER BASIC
into the language card (or Super RAM card) automatically. An,image
of the Autostart ROM is also loaded into the Super RAM, providing
reset-to-BASIC, stop-listing, full-escape cursor moves with whatever
version of BASIC is loaded into this card.
Because our computer is an APPLE II plus (Revision 1 type of
main board, Autostart ROM, and Applesoft BASIC in ROM on the main
board), once the DOS 3.3 is booted, it acts as an Apple II with
INTEGER BASIC firmware card, except that this version of INTEGER
BASIC will operate with Autostart ROM.
DOS 3.3 software performs automatically the bank switching in
order to expand the RAM from 48K up to .64K. The switching commands
are available for the user to write programs that involve work with
Super RAM II. These commands consist of reading once or twice the
specified location, from BASIC with PEEK command and from M/L with
LDA $XXXX. The specified locations and the effect of reading them
are presented in Fig. 2.8 in this Appendix.
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Figure 2.6 RAM Memory Organization











Versions of the Applesoft BASIC 
Applesoft BASIC is available in two versions:
a. 	 Firmware Applesoft 
Comes with the Applesoft in ROM (in the ROM memory on the main
board) or on a Firmware Applesoft card which has to be plugged in slot O.
If the system works with Firmware Applesoft card installed in
slot 0, then there is a possibility to choose between languages using a
switch on this board. Practically there is a language choice, and at the
same time, a choice of the ROMs on Firmware card for Applesoft, or, on
main board for INTEGER BASIC.
To put the computer in Applesoft, the switch has to be in
upward position, RESET, CTRL B keys have to be pressed and the prompt
character "]" will appear. To put the computer in INTEGER BASIC, the
switch has to be in downward position..
RESET and CTRL B keys have to be pressed and the prompt charac-
ter ">" will appear.
The system can also work with Applesoft and INTEGER BASIC
without switching all the time between them. There is another card, a
language card, that has to be installed in slot 0 and can be loaded,
whenever necessary, with INTEGER BASIC.
The Applesoft can be stored in ROM. 	 The language card has
another function also.
It can extend the RAM capacity from 48K to 64K (see RAMs



























b. 	 Cassette Tape Applesoft
The Applesoft BASIC is loaded, whenever is needed, from a
cassette tape.
The system used is a firmware Applesoft version and has the
Applesoft BASIC in the ROM circuits on the main board, being avail-
able when the computer is turned on. The INTEGER BASIC is loaded,
when necessary, from a disk to the language card, placed in slot O.
The most important advantage of using firmware Applesoft is
that it is placed in ROM so that the entire RAM capacity can be used.
On the contrary, using the cassette tape version, each time the
Applesoft is needed, it has to be loaded from the cassette tape,
spending tie and about 10K of RAM, which means that, in computers
with small memory, many of the features are not available because the
correspondent locations in memory are erased when the content of the
tape is loaded.
The memory map given in Fig. 2.5 in this Appendix makes it
easier to understand the difference between the two version of
Applesoft.







The Apple Video Display, Screen Formats, 








The user can set the computer for either one of the three screen
formats: TEXT, LRG, HRG or can work with text mixed with low or high
resolution graphics (when the bottom lines of the display will be
occupied by text). The two graphics modes can not be used
simultaneously.
The information displayed on the screen is stored in the RAM
memory. One location of memory can hold the image of an object on
the screen, where objects mains: character, 2 colored blocks or a 7
dot line. The TEXT and LRG modes need 1K of RAM to store the infor-
mation, and they share this 1K area. HRG needs 8K of memory. The 1K
and 8K memory areas are called "pages". Each mode has 2 pages, the
primary and the secondary page. The purpose of having 2 pages is to
be able to draw on one page while displaying the other and doing
animation by flipping pages.
The memory map for the 3 screen formats is given in Figure
2.11.a. It is important to establish:
a. The mixed modes are available in the secondary page.
b. Mixing graphics modes is not possible.
c. Mixing 2 pages on the same screen is not possible.
By software, the user can switch on or off the screen format. The
soft switch is activated by referencing (reading from or writing on)
a special memory location. The operation is called "throw" the
switch.
Figure 2.11.b. contains the 8 memory locations used to set the
switches. They work in pairs of 2 in the following manner: when one
memory location is referenced, the correspondent soft switch is "on"
and its companion is "off".
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In order to find the possible combinations for these switches we
start with the fact that we can have text or graphics mode (1 or 0)
(Figure 2.12).
1. For graphics mode we can have all graphics or mixed text
and graphics (2 or 3) and for each of these situations, low or high
resolution graphics (6 or 7). More than that, for each of the last
cases, primary (4) or secondary (5) page can be used.
2. For text mode we can follow the same rule in order to have
the maximum number of combinations that can be obtained with 4
two-way switches. But, not all the 8 combinations obtained for text
mode are visible. Knowing that 3 is possible only in graphics mode
(see Apple II reference manual, [7]), the last 4 combinations are
useless. With respect to the first 4 combinations, 2 things have to
be pointed out:
- 2 is not necessary any more because its companion (3) is
not used.
- if it is text mode, we are not interested in low or high
resolution graphics, so 6 and 7 are useless.
The conclusion is that for text mode we have only two combinations:
1,4 and 1,5. Totally there are 10 useful combinations (given in the
table of Figure 2.11.c).
The switches can be manipulated from BASIC or M/L and to set a
particular mode, the order in throwing the switches is not important.
However, when one of the graphics mode has to be used, the last
switch of 4 necessary to throw must be the TEXT/GRAPHICS switch, in
order to make invisible all the mode changes and at the end to obtain
the finished picture at once.
Figure 2.11 
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Figure 2.l2 Deduction of the Combinations for the Screen Format Soft Switches
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Map of the High-Resolution Graphics Mode
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Other Input/Output Features 
In addition to the video connector, the Apple II computer also has
other input/output features. These are:
Inputs 
1. The cassette input, used to "listen" to a cassette tape recording.
In other words, to decode the tones on the tape into data and store
them in memory.
2. Tree one-bit digital inputs which can be connected to whatever other
electronic device or to a push-button. They are related to address-
es 49249, 49250, 49251, ($C061, $C062, $C063).
3. 	 Four analog inputs available to connect to 1501(n variable resistors.
Between each input and the +5V power supply, variable resistances
will be created and will be used in timing circuits. (The variation
in resistance will produce changes in the timing characteristics of
the correspondent timing circuit).
With M/L, the changes in timing loops can be sensed and, in
conclusion, the position of the potentiometer at the analog input
can be determined. The memory locations associated with these four
inputs are: 49252-49255 ($C064-$C067) and 49264 ($C070) to reset the
timing circuits.
0utputs:
1. 	 Cassette Output, connected to a toggle soft switch on the Apple
board (location 49184, $C20) and also to the microphone input of a
cassette tape recorder. By referencing the soft switch location
repeatedly, a tone can be produced and the pitch and duration of the
tone can be controlled by software. The characteristics of the tone
recorded on tape represent the encoded information,
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2. The Speaker, controlled by a toggle soft switch related to address
49200 ($C030).
3. Four "Annunciator" Outputs which can be connected to circuits to
drive speakers, relays, lamps. 	 The way the annunciators soft
switches work is described in Appendix A.
4. 	 Utility Strobe Output, is called $C040 STROBE, it is normally +5V,
but a program can control it to drop it OV for 0.5 usec.
Figure 2.13 gives the general view of the memory locations used for
input/output.
Figure 2.13 Input/Output Special Locations
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Figure 2.20 Memory After One Data Acquisition Cycle
Figure 2.21 Voltage Scales
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Figure 2.24 Display Buffer Memory
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APPENDIX E
Applescope Disk Supervisor and 
Disk Operating System (DOS) 
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The Disk Supervisor 
The disk supervisor is a program written in Applesoft and
handles all of the disk interface functions, including initial
program booting. 	 Once accessed, it provide 4 functions:
1. LOAD 	 ("L"): 	 the previously saved display buffer is loaded into the
current display buffer.
2. SAVE ("S"): 	 the 	 current display buffer 	 is 	 saved as a binary file
on the disk.
3. DISK ("D"): 	 the 	 screen 	 is 	 changed 	 from mixed graphics with text
into 	 text 	 only 	 and 	 any 	 valid 	 disk 	 command 	 may 	 be
entered.
4. QUIT ("Q"): 	 represents 	 the 	 exit 	 from 	 the 	 SCOPE 	 DRIVER 	 routine,
after saving the currentdisplay parameters and data
buffers.
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Disk Drives and Disk Operating System (DOS) 
The disk system used with the Apple II computer as a storage
information unit is called DISK II and contains two disk drives,
DRIVE1 used for programs (machine language and BASIC programs) and
DRIVE2 used for data storage. The two disk drives are connected to
"DRIVE1" and "DRIVE2" pins on the card in slot #6.
The DISK II system, unlike the Apple II is a mechanical device,
with motors and moving parts. Therefore it is somewhat more delicate
than the computer and needs more care.
Learning to use the disk and its operating system (Disk Operat-
ing System, DOS) consists of learning a few special instructions,
several of which are straightforward extensions of familiar BASIC
instructions.
The process of adding the DOS commands to the BASIC' in the Apple
II is called booting the disk. The disk may be booted from Integer
BASIC, from Applesoft, or from the Monitor.
In the DISK II system, information is recorded on a diskette in
35 concentric zones or bands, called tracks. These tracks are
numbered from $00, the outermost, through track $22, the innermost.
The disk drive's recording and reading head can be moved in or out to
stop and hover over each of 35 different zones of the spinning
diskettes.
The length of each track is divided into 16 segments, called
sectors. These sectors are numbered from $0 through $F and up to 256
bytes of information ($100) can be stored in each sector.
To store information on the diskette, DOS first puts 256 bytes
(one sector's worth) of the information in an area of Apple's memory
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called a file buffer. When this file buffer is full, the information
is stored in one sector on the diskette. The DOS fills Apple's file
buffer with the next 256 bytes of information and stores that infor-
mation on the diskette.
In general, DOS begins storing a program or text file whenever
it can find an unused sector on the diskette. When that sector is
filled with its 265 bytes of information, DOS finds another free
sector, perhaps on another track, and continues to record information
there. This process continues until the entire file has been stored.
To remember which sectors of which tracks contain information
for a particular file, DOS makes up a list of each track and sector
used, as it stores the file. The DOS stores that list, called a
track-sector list, in another free sector (or sectors) on the
diskette.
The file's name, type, length in sectors, and diskette location
of the file's track-sector list are recorded in a special area of
track $11 called the directory. At this time too, the diskette's
track bit map is updated to correctly show which sectors of each





BASIC Programs Listing 
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Variant 1 - Processing
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Variant 2 - Processing
Before Running 	 After Running
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Variant 3 - Data Acquisition
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